INTRODUCTION
Reducing high Dependency in the software modules has always been a challenging task for the programmers in order to make an efficient and reliable system that is completely free from defects. In software engineering, coupling or dependency means how each module or a program fragment is related with each other. The type of coupling which have been in little attention is indirect coupling [8] [9] ,which is coupling between software modules that are indirectly related. Efforts are made to create a model that serve low coupling and high cohesion and is reusable.One can't have modules in the system that is completely independent of each other. They must interact with each other so that the exchange of information between them is maintained. Various past researches have been done that focuses on direct coupling which is a form of coupling that exists between modules that are directly related to each other. Excessive coupling [11] [12] between software modules deteriorates the important property of object oriented design i.e. reusability, and there is increased chance that it will also cause the modularity of the software to hamper. To improve modularity and other properties of object oriented system one must have the effect of coupling as low as possible so as to obtain lesser number of defects. Coders and testers always make an effort to improve the quality of the software and deliver it to the customers with zero or minimum defects. There may be some modules or components that produce high risk in the software project and should be detected as early as possible so that software's quality should be enhanced before it is delivered to the customer's site. Defects in the software or module always results in cost in terms of quality and time. Also it should be kept in mind that it is not practically possible to eliminate each and every defect in the software module or in project but the intensity and the magnitude of the defects can be minimised before it is delivered or made operational [1] .
DEFECT PREDICTION
Software Defect is any flaw in the software development life cycle that would produce unexpected results as compared to the actual results and would cause that software or the project to fail to meet the desired requirements in software development process. A defect generally represents unwanted results in the software that hampers software quality. There exists network metrics on code entity dependency graphs [5] that can be used to build some defect prediction models. Afterwards the set of network metrics were extended [6] by extending code dependency graph adding contribution dependency edges.
As defect prediction is a relatively a new area of research. Almost in every software engineering projects, knowledge discovery is applied by the testing team by gaining the information about the data which is collected, and defect detection process is applied by concentrating more on the affected modules that are fault prone and analysis is done so that in near future the probability of defects in similar modules or projects can be minimised. With the importance of enforcing the highest levels of quality in software models, it has become an important task for the development team to improve defect prediction techniques so that greater number of defects can be minimised in little span of time with improved efficiency and reliability before the software is delivered to the customers site.
When the software faults are analyzed by the project team in some modules then some efficient fault localization [7] algorithms should be applied so that cost and time factors should be reduced [2] .To enhance software's quality, the project team have to emphasize more on how maximum number of defects can be removed in less amount of time without introducing some new bugs or defects in the system.
RELATED WORK
Programmers and Researchers are continuously working to understand the dependencies among the program elements by direct coupling approach, among multiple modules. The longer the two modules are connected to each other the more hidden dependence. Indirect coupling can also be analyzed and detected by the transitive closure of the modules, but there may be some circumstances that instead of transitive closure the indirect coupling may still exist and leads hidden modules undetected in software engineering process [3] .
The existing algorithm calculates the Defect Propagation factor [13] to find the probability of the dependent modules to be fault prone by direct coupling. Indirect approach gives an increased probability of defect detection in the program or software module [4] .
PROPOSED APPROACH
Some abbreviations that are used throughout in the paper for calculations:
Calculate the indirect coupled defect propagation factor (IDFxz) = And Percentage Defect propagation factor [13] DFxz is given by
Fig 1: Direct and Indirect Coupled Modules
Suppose from the above figure, there is a set of interlinked modules such that one of the modules is interdependent on another. Let CDxy consists of common variables between modules x and y.CDxz consist of common variables between modules x and z.CDyz consist of common variables between modules y and z.Let DVxy be the set of defect producing variables participating between dependent modules(x and y).DVyz be the set of defect producing variables participating between dependent modules (y and z). The intent is to find the probability of the module to be fault prone with indirect coupling.
If the Indirect coupled Defect Propagation Factor IDFxz, exceeds the Defect Propagation Factor DFxz, then it can be said that the module having high Indirect coupled Defect Propagation Factor with respect to Defect Propagation Factor is statistically more fault prone, and the dependency (interdependency) is higher or more hidden dependence is there. So it will help the testing team to focus more on that defected module for further debugging and their efficiency increases.
Proposed Algorithm
InputAll variables in each module.
All defect producing variables propagating in dependent modules.
Output: Set of more fault prone indirectly linked dependent module as compared to directly coupled modules. From the proposed algorithm if the Indirect coupled defect propagation factor is greater than the Defect Propagation Factor [13] (directly coupled) then the probability of the module to be fault prone increases and there are some hidden dependencies and testing team have to focus more on checking that particular fault prone modules, so that the defect should not propagate in the whole system.
Example 1
Modx Mody Modz Defect Propagation factor (DF) [13] between the set of dependent modules = Indirect coupled Defect Propagation Factor (IDF) between the modules = For example, consider three modules as per the given figure and try to find out the probability of fault prone module. Defect propagation factor (DFxy) =2/3 or 66.66 %( or in other words it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically it could be said that there is approximate 66.66% probability, module y would also produce defect).
Let y={ p s ,q s ,r,w,u } z={p s ,q s ,t,k,o}be the set of variables in modules y and z.
CDyz= { p s ,q s } be the set of common variables between the dependent set of modules y and z. DVyz= { p s ,q s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules.
Defect propagation factor (DFyz) =2/2 or 100%( or in other words it can be said that if module y is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 100% probability, module z would also produce defect).
Let x={ p s ,q s ,r,k,o,} z={ p s ,q s ,t,k,o}are set of variables in modules x and z. CDxz= { p s ,q s ,k,o } be the set of common variables between the dependent set of modules x and z.
DVxz={ p s ,q s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules.
Defect propagation factor (DFxz) =2/4 or 50%(or in other words it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 50% probability , module z would also produce defect). Now, the Indirect Coupled Defect Propagation Factor between modules x and z is calculated by taking the ratio of common defect producing variables participating in all modules to the common variables between the indirectly linked set, i.e.(IDFxz)=2/2 or 100%,it means statistically the probability that module z is fault prone is high when indirect coupling is considered as compared to defect propagation factor (direct) DFxz=50%.
Example 2

Modx Modz Mody
Fig 3: Direct and Indirect Coupled Modules
For example, consider three modules as per the given figure and try to find out the probability of fault prone module. Defect propagation factor (DFxy) =2/3 or 66.66 %(or in other words ,it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically it could be said that there is approximate 66.66% probability , module y would also produce defect).
Let y={ m s ,n s ,v } z={ m s ,n s ,p s ,w,u,v } be the set of variables in modules y and z.
CDyz= { m s ,n s ,v } be the set of common variables between the dependent set of modules y and z.
DVyz= {m s ,n s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules.
Defect propagation factor (DFyz) =2/3 or 66.66 %( or in other words, it can be said that if module y is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 66.66% probability, module z would also produce defect). DVxz={ m s ,n s ,p s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules.
Defect propagation factor (DFxz) =3/4 or 75 %(or in other words it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 75% probability , module z would also produce defect ) . Now,the Indirect Coupled Defect Propagation Factor between modules x and z is calculated by taking the ratio of common defect producing variables participating in all modules to the common variables between the indirectly linked set, i.e. (IDFxz) =2/3 or 66.66%, it means statistically the probability that module z is more fault prone as compared to defect propagation factor DFxz=75% (direct) is less and there may not be any hidden dependencies in the module.
Example 3
Modx Mody Modz Defect propagation factor (DFxy) =3/3 or 100%(or in other words, it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically it could be said that there is approximate 100% probability , module y would also produce defect).
Let y={ m s ,n s ,v s } and z={ m s ,n s ,p,w,u,v s } be the set of variables modules y and z.
CDyz= { m s ,n s ,v s } be the set of common variables between the dependent set of modules y and z. DVyz= { m s ,n s ,v s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules.
Defect propagation factor (DFyz) =3/3 or 100 %( or in other words, it can be said that if module y is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 100% probability, module z would also produce defect).
Let x={ m s ,n s ,p,v s ,l } z={ m s ,n s ,p,w,u,v s }are set of variables in modules x and z. CDxz= { m s ,n s ,p,v s } be the set of common variables between the dependent set of modules x and z.
DVxz={ m s ,n s ,v s } is the set of defect producing variables participating in the dependent modules. Defect propagation factor (DFxz) =3/4 or 75%(or in other words, it can be said that if module x is producing defect than statistically there is approximate 75% probability , module z would also produce defect ) Now, the Indirect Coupled Defect Propagation Factor between modules x and z is calculated by taking the ratio of common defect producing variables participating in all modules to the common variables between the indirectly linked set,i.e.(IDFxz)=3/3 or 100%,it means statistically the probability that module z is highly fault prone as compared to defect propagation factor DFxz=75% (direct) increases and there may be hidden dependencies in the module. From the above results it may be concluded that the testing team will now focus more on module k as there may be some hidden dependencies that may not be detected by considering only the directly coupled modes, and this will give an idea to the testing team members to focus more on the defects that are caused by indirectly coupled modules. Greater the Indirect coupled defect propagation factor than defect propagation factor [13] (direct), there will be an increased probability of the module to be fault prone. And as a result more defects can be located. For any module the coupling whether it is direct or indirect it should be as minimum as possible for a system to be free from any kind of defects. If the indirect coupled propagation factor is more it means there are some hidden dependencies between the modules which may not be detected by taking direct coupled modules alone.
RESULTS & COMPARISION
CONCLUSION
The paper focuses the application knowledge discovery in predicting the probability of fault prone module in indirectly linked software modules. The proposed paper demonstrates an algorithmic approach for indirectly coupled interlinked software modules in comparison to directly coupled modules so that there will be higher chances for the testing team to detect the fault prone module as more effort is required in detecting defects in indirectly coupled modules. This will give an ease to the project team members to efficiently analyze the higher probability modules for defects and to make more reliable and cost efficient models for software industry in less time.
